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IMPORTANCE of STRATEGIC PLANNING  

The ROMA (Results Oriented Management & Accountability) Cycle provides a framework for all 
the work that community action provides, in relation to assessing needs, addressing needs, 
planning, and responding to needs, and evaluating the effectiveness of the responses 
(services). 

Strategic planning is important to an organization because it provides a sense of direction and 
outlines measurable goals. Strategic planning is a tool that is useful for guiding day-to-day 
decisions and for evaluating progress and changing approaches in response to emerging needs 
of a service area.  

The nuts and bolts of the strategic planning process are expressed in measurable goals. 
Measurable goals set specific, concrete objectives expressed in terms of targets and timelines. 
Measurable goals are important to an organization because they enable management and staff 
to evaluate progress and adjust when warranted.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

No one could have predicted the future as the last Strategic Plan was completed in early 2019. 
The onset of a global pandemic certainly changed the landscape of our day-to-day lives in so 
many ways. As the pandemic unfolded, TOI became aware of the toll it was having on 
residents, especially those with limited resources, leaving them especially vulnerable.  

It became clear that life as we knew it had taken a drastic turn, and as a result, TOI needed to 
step up and be ready to respond to emerging needs as they surfaced. As a result, some goals 
outlined in the previous Strategic Plan were put on hold to focus resources on meeting the basic 
needs of county residents. And as the agency began to prepare for the next strategic plan, it 
recognized that needs had indeed changed or shifted from what had previously shown up in the 
2020 Community Assessment.  

In its 2020 Community Needs Assessment Tioga Opportunities, Inc. compiled secondary data 
from a variety of sources and primary data from stakeholder surveys distributed to customers 
and non-customer community stakeholders.  Please note that most of the data collection 
occurred in late 2019 prior to the onset of the Pandemic in March of 2020. As a result, an 
addendum was added in December of 2020, summarizing another survey that was specific to 
assessing emerging needs due to COVID-19.  These emerging needs and challenges in late 
2020 still exist, with additional long-term collateral needs that have surfaced over the last 6 – 8 
months. These include: 
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Adult & Child Mental Health/Social Relations/Isolation 

Job loss/Unemployment/ Financial Well-Being 

Closing of Child Care (Schools) – lack of available options  

Lack of skilled/qualified candidates for open positions  

Physical Health – adhering to ever changing quarantine and 
isolation mandates 

 

As of 1/5/2022, there have been a reported 7,914 reported cases of COVID-19 in Tioga County, 
resulting in 79 deaths. The seven-day average of new cases in August 2021 was 2 new cases 
per day. As of 1/4/2022, the seven-day average had risen to 71 new cases per day.  

66.3% of Tioga County’s population of 48,203 has had at least one dose of the COVID vaccine, 
equal to 31,958. 57.7% of the county population has been fully vaccinated, equal to 27,813. 
38.4% of the population in Tioga County is fully vaccinated and has received the booster, equal 
to 18,510. 

 

PROCESS – Foundational Elements  

Reviewing the mission and vision statements of the agency, is a core activity included in the 
strategic planning process. The road map for the future must be rooted in a clear, concise, and 
meaningful mission statement with an equally clear and concise vision statement for the future. 

Management and the Board reviewed both the mission and vision statements, along with the 
values statement, and agreed that these three core foundational pieces truly represent the focus 
of Tioga Opportunities, Inc. both currently, and for the future.  

Mission Statement 

Tioga Opportunities, Inc. creates partnerships that strengthen communities while empowering 
individuals and families to achieve independence and enrich their quality of life.   

Vision Statement 

An innovative, evolving organization that promotes strong, inclusive communities and 
successful, thriving people. 
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Values Statement: 

At Tioga Opportunities, we value: 

• Equity, diversity, and inclusion 

• The strengths and potential of all people to become actively engaged in improving their  

 quality of life 

• Economic security as a means to the well-being of individuals and families 

• Effective services delivered by caring staff who treat everyone with dignity and respect 

• Innovation in response to changing community needs 

• Partnerships that expand our impact 

• Excellence in data-driven planning and goal setting 

 

Focus Groups  

TOI Directors and Coordinators facilitated ten focus groups in 2021. These included four staff 
groups, five customers/community groups, one management and board focus group, to gain 
further insight into the causes and conditions of poverty, as well as conditions affecting mission 
advancement. Questions were designed to generate thinking and conversation about the topics 
listed below for each group. An assessment of agency strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats was conducted by the management and board work group. Below is a summary of 
the major themes: 
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES THREATS OPPORTUNITIES 

 People 
 Mature business 

opportunities 
 Breadth of Services 
 Forward Thinking 
 Achievements 
 Well-established 
 Data-driven 
 Established 

outcomes 
 Leadership Team 
 Network of CAPs 
 Growing Assets 
 Facilities 
 Culture -

Collaborative 
 Open-minded Staff 
 Social Justice 
 Partnerships 
 History 
 Innovative 
 Commercial Kitchen 
  Flexibility 
 Resilient 
 Established systems 
 Employment 

Development 
 Customer Service 
 Utilization of ROMA 
 Reputation 
 Serve Full Lifespan 
 Technology 

 Non-Diversified 
Income 

 Owego-Centric 
 Salary Scale 
 Social media 
 Utilization of existing 

technology 
 Volunteer 

recruitment 
 Age of facilities 
 Human Capital – 

Staffing Capacity 
 Integration between 

programs 
 Data analysis skills 
 Lots of newer staff 

 Lack of 
transportation 

 Pandemic 
 Lack of county-wide 

knowledge of TOI 
 Other programs 

wanting our 
programs – turf 

 Stability of finances 
 Political instability 
 Limited grant funding 
 Lack of Cash flow 
 Rising costs 
 Order delays/lack of 

inventory 
 Misinformation in 

community 
 Prejudice / bigotry 
 Staff change-over at 

state/funder level 

 ACES training 
 SSF growth 
 SDOH – payments 
 Financial literacy 
 Anti-predatory 

lending options 
 Cultivating new 

partnerships 
 Advocating for 

customers/community 
 Having other 

advocating for us 
 Increasing digital 

imprint 
 Virtual 

Services/programs 
 Evaluating childcare 

options - Schools 

 

Customer/Community Focus Group Questions  
 
1. What services/programs do you feel TOI should develop or expand, to meet the needs 
of county residents? WHY? 
 
2. If anything was possible (no constraints, mandates, money was no issue), where do you 
see TOI in 5 – 10 years? 
 
3. How can current services/service flow be strengthened to better meet the needs of the 
customers we serve? 
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4. How can TOI strengthen its “presence” in the community and surrounding area?  
 
5. In your opinion, describe what people’s perceptions are/were about TOI.  
 
6. What is TOI known for??? 
 

Jackie Orr, CEO of the New York State Community Action Association, facilitated an in-person 
retreat of board members and members of the leadership team to prioritize high level categories 
derived from the collective sum of the information collected from the community surveys, and 
focus groups. Once identified, the group began to develop objectives under each high - level 
category. The high-level categories that were prioritized were: 

- Long-term Growth & Sustainability 
- Expanded Access to Services  
- Expanded Reach of Messaging & Build Greater Awareness 
- Strengthen Agency Culture 
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Strategic Priorities and Plan 

The strategic plan is an opportunity to learn about and respond to the environment in which the 
agency works. Accordingly, the plan highlights the agency’s vision and direction to expand 
upon, add to, augment, or optimize its current programming, community partnerships and 
advocacy. Therefore, the objectives and strategies defined in the following sections of the plan 
do not specify the everyday program operations overseen by the agency. Details about service-
level assessment, planning, implementation, and achievement of results can be found in the 
agency’s work plan.  

 

GOAL 1: Position Agency for Long-Term Growth & Sustainability 
[Possible] Metrics: Growth in unrestricted revenue; decrease in turnover, # of staff promotions, # of staff 
who obtain certifications, % of profit from annual fundraiser)  

Objective 1: Build a strong financial base/foundation through the diversification of assets and funding  

 Establish a 501c4  
 Establish a long-term investment & fundraising strategy with policies. 
 Implement a successful social enterprise initiative.  

Objective 2: Establish an integrated, streamlined, efficient internal HR/Fiscal platform (system).  

 Research/purchase platforms (to include payroll capabilities).  
 Develop a plan to streamline HR functions and implement changes. 
 Redesign recruitment & hiring process.  

Objective 3: Strengthen agency workforce  

 Develop a comprehensive staff development strategy to include Individual Staff Training 
Plans.  

 Offer Master Trainer or Train the Trainer certifications in various disciplines. 

Goal 2: Build Agency Culture that Aligns with Agency Values  
[Possible] Metrics: Improved scores on ARTIC Assessment, # of ACES training provided in community, 
increased participation on Social Justice Committee, # of staff reporting improved credit score, improved 
scores on Money Management matrices) 

Objective 1: Integrate Trauma Informed Care practices & beliefs into agency framework. 

 Implement ARTIC Assessment.  
o Set benchmarks based on results.  
o Develop a plan to address areas in need of attention and implement 

improvements to agency practices (based on assessment results).  

Objective 2: Promote Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) practices/beliefs within the agency and in 
the community. 

 Complete internal assessment of existing DEI practices and use results to set DEI 
priorities.  

 Expand Social Justice Committee to lead a follow-up 21-Day Challenge. 
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 Plan community wide events to expand community awareness around DEI issues. 

 

Objective 3: Promote financial literacy practices into agency framework to strengthen employee and 
customer financial stability.  

 Enhance employee’s financial management skills. 
o Develop financial social work peer support groups for employees  

 Further implement FSW practices into work plans for customers. 
o Offer money management series and tools to customers.  

GOAL 3: Strengthen Agency Brand Awareness & Recognition  

[Possible] Metrics: (Increased social media engagement, increased #’s of customers in typically 
underserved areas.) 

Objective 1: Expand “reach” of agency’s brand in Tioga and surrounding counties.  

 Extend marketing options through more targeted and varied social media platforms.  
 Develop a multi-disciplinary advertising approach for targeted markets.  
 Develop a comprehensive communication and marketing plan to include specific 

verbiage for targeted campaigns. 
 Identify Agency Ambassadors (including Board members, volunteers, community 

members) to engage in the active promotion of brand awareness strategies. 

GOAL 4: Improve Customer & Community Outcomes through Expanded Service 
Delivery Options 

[Possible] Metrics: (Increase in # of county residents utilizing available transportation options, increased 
# of customers utilizing extended hours, reduction in no-shows, increase # of customers accessing virtual 
education options, # of customers show progress in one or more areas on matrices as a result of 
accessing virtual options.) 

Objective 1: Increase available transportation options for county residents.  

 Explore potential for a social enterprise initiative addressing transportation gaps. 
 Fully implement Medicaid Transportation program once approved. 
 Purchase wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

Objective 2: Expand TOI hours of operation and office locations. 

 Expand office hours at all locations to include evening hours and weekend hours where 
appropriate. 

 Expand TOI services to a permanent location in the Waverly area.  

Objective 3: Expand agency capacity to offer enhanced virtual options for service delivery. 

 Assess current capacity (available platforms), propose updates as needed. 
 Create virtual education and service access options based on customer feedback and 

customer data.  
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Procedures to Assess Performance Toward Goals 

Performance toward the goals defined in this strategic plan will be routinely assessed via regularly 
scheduled director’s meetings. Directors will add progress notes to a tracking document. Using this 
status information and relevant customer satisfaction data, the committee will recommend 
modifications to the strategic plan as needed and at least annually. The Executive Director will present 
an update bi-annually to the Tripartite Board of Directors. Versions of the tracking document created 
throughout the year will serve as documentation of routine assessment of performance toward goals.  

 

Strategic Plan Progress Updates to the Tripartite Board of Directors 

The Evaluation Committee comprised of department directors will provide annual strategic plan 
progress updates to the leadership team and the Tripartite Board of Directors. At least annually, the 
goals contained in this plan will be reviewed and modified as needed. Director meeting and board 
meeting minutes will serve as documentation of these updates and reviews. 

 


